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Classification of actions of duals of finite groups
on the AFD factor of type II1
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Graduate School of Mathematics, Kyushu University,
6-10-1 Hakozaki, Fukuoka, 812-8581, JAPAN
Abstract
We will show the uniqueness of outer coactions of finite groups on the AFD
factor of type II1 along the arguments by Connes, Jones and Ocneanu. Namely, we
construct the infinite tensor product type action, adopt it as the model action, and
prove that any outer coaction is conjugate to the model action.
1 Introduction
In the theory of operator algebras, the study of automorphisms is one of the most impor-
tant topics. Especially, much progress has been made on classification of automorphisms
and group actions on injective factors since fundamental works of A. Connes. In [2]
and [3], A. Connes succeeded in classifying automorphisms of the approximately finite
dimensional (AFD) factor of type II1 up to outer conjugacy. The first generalization of
Connnes’ results was made by V. F. R. Jones in [5], where he classified actions of finite
groups on the AFD factor of type II1. Soon after Jones’ theory, A. Ocneanu classified
actions of discrete amenable groups on the AFD factor of type II1. One of extension of
their results is analysis (or classification) of actions of dual object of groups, i.e., coaction
of groups, which will be useful to understand actions of compact groups. (See [8] on basic
of coactions.)
In this paper, we give the classification theorem for outer coactions of finite groups.
Here we have to remark that this follows indirectly from the works cited in above. In
fact, the uniqueness of outer coactions of finite groups follows from [5], since every outer
coaction of a finite group is dual to some outer (usual) action. Nowadays, this also follows
from the general theory of Popa’s classification of subfactors [10] (also see [12]). However
in these approach, one does not handle coactions directly. Hence in this paper, we present
the direct approach for classification theorem of outer coactions of finite groups on the
AFD factor of type II1, which can be generalized to finite dimensional Kac algebras. Our
argument is similar to Connes-Jones-Ocneanu theory. We construct the model action on
the AFD factor of type II1, prove several cohomology vanishing theorem, and compare a
given action to the model action. The main technique in this arguments is the ultraprod-
uct and the central sequence algebra. Unfortunately, coactions do not necessary induce
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coactions on the central sequence algebra unlike the usual group action case. Hence we
have to modify actions to apply the ultraproduct technique to handle with coactions, and
this is one of the important point in our theory.
Here we have another formulation to treat actions of duals of (finite) groups other
than coactions due to Roberts in [13]. His approach is essentially equivalent to coactions.
However it is convenient (at least for the author) to regard coactions as the Roberts type
actions, which we often call actions of of finite group duals. Hence in this paper, we
present our main theorem as the uniqueness of Roberts type actions of finite group duals.
This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we prepare notations used in this paper,
and discuss the Roberts type actions. In §3, we construct the infinite tensor product type
action, which we call the model action. In §4, we collect some technical lemmas, which
is necessary to treat actions on the ultraproduct algebra in §6. In §5, we show three
kinds of cohomology vanishing theorem, which are important tools for analysis of actions.
The contents in §6 and §7 are central in this paper. We discuss actions on the ultra
product algebra, and the central sequence algebra. By means of cohomology vanishing,
we construct the piece of the model action, and complete classification. In appendix, we
present the Roberts type action approach for (twisted) crossed product construction for
actions of finite group duals.
2 Preliminaries and Notations
2.1 Notations on duals of finite groups
Throughout this paper, we always assume that G is a finite group. Let Rep(G) and
Irr(G) be the collection of all finite dimensional unitary representations, and irreducible
unitary representations of G respectively. We denote the trivial representation by 1. We
fix representative elements of Irr(G)/∼, where ∼ means a usual unitary equivalence, and
denote by Gˆ, and assume 1 ∈ Gˆ.
Let dπ := dimHpi be the dimension of π ∈ Rep(G). For π, ρ ∈ Rep(G), we denote the
intertwiner space between σ and π by (σ, π) := {T ∈ B(Hσ, Hpi) | Tσ(g) = π(g)T, g ∈ G}.
If σ is irreducible, (σ, π) becomes a Hilbert space with an inner product 〈T, S〉1 := S∗T .
Let π, ρ ∈ Gˆ, and π⊗ρ ∼= ⊕σ∈GˆNσpiρσ be the irreducible decomposition, where Nσpiρ is a
multiplicity. Fix an orthonormal basis {T σ,epi,ρ}N
σ
piρ
e=1 ⊂ (σ, π ⊗ ρ). Then we have T σ,e∗pi,ρ T ξ,fpi,ρ =
δσ,ξδe,f1σ, and
∑
σ,e T
σ,e
pi,ρT
σ,e∗
pi,ρ = 1pi⊗ρ, where 1σ ∈ (σ, σ) is an identity. Hence we have
π(g)⊗ ρ(g) =∑σ,e T σ,epi,ρσ(g)T σ,e∗pi,ρ especially.
Let {v(π)}pi∈Gˆ with v(π) ∈ Mdpi(C). Then
∑
e T
σ,e
pi,ρv(σ)T
σ,e∗
pi,ρ does not depend on the
choice of {T σ,epi,ρ} ⊂ (σ, π ⊗ ρ).
In a similar way, one can easily see
∑
η,a,b
(T η,api,ρ ⊗ 1σ)T ξ,bη,σv(ξ)T ξ,b∗η,σ (T η,a∗pi,ρ ⊗ 1σ) =
∑
ζ,c,d
(1pi ⊗ T ζ,cρ,σ)T ξ,dpi,ζv(ξ)T ξ,d∗pi,ζ (1pi ⊗ T ζ,c∗ρ,σ )
since both {(T η,api,ρ ⊗1σ)T ξ,bη,σ}η,a,b and {(1pi⊗T ζ,cρ,σ)T ξ,dpi,ζ}ζ,c,d are orthonormal basis for (ξ, π⊗
ρ⊗ σ).
Remark. Assume that {v(π)}pi∈Gˆ, v(π) ∈ A⊗ B(Hpi), is given for some vector space A.
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We can extend v(π) for a general π ∈ Rep(G) as follows. Let π ∼= ⊕iσi, σi ∈ Gˆ, be an
irreducible decomposition, and fix T i ∈ (σi, π) with T i∗T j = δi,j and
∑
i T
iT i∗ = 1. Define
v(π) =
∑
i T
iv(σi)T i∗ ∈ A ⊗ B(Hpi). Then v(π) is well-defined, i.e., it is independent
from the choice of {T i}, and satisfies v(π)T = Tv(σ) for T ∈ (σ, π). In this notation,
the contents of the previous paragraph is written as v((π ⊗ ρ)⊗ σ) = v(π ⊗ (ρ⊗ σ)), for
example.
Let {epii }dpii=1 be an orthonormal basis for Hpi, and fix it. Let us express T σ,epi,ρ = (T σm,epii,ρk )
as a matrix form. Then we can write T σ,e∗pi,ρ T
ξ,f
pi,ρ = δσ,ξδe,f1σ and
∑
σ,e T
σ,e
pi,ρT
σ,e∗
pi,ρ = 1pi⊗ρ by
matrix coefficients as ∑
i,k
T σm,epii,ρkT
ξn,f
pii,ρk
= δσ,ξδe,fδm,n,
and ∑
σ,m,e
T σm,epii,ρkT
σm,e
pij ,ρl = δi,jδk,l.
Let T 1pi,p¯i ∈ (1, π ⊗ π¯) be an isometry given by T 1pi,p¯i1 = 1√dpi
∑
i e
pi
i ⊗ ep¯ii , and fix it. It is
easy to see T 1pii,p¯ij =
δi,j√
dpi
. Since T 1∗pi,p¯iT
ρ,e
pi,p¯i = δ1,ρ, we have
∑
k T
ρl,e
pik,p¯ik =
√
dπδ1,ρ
Set T˜ ρ,ep¯i,σ :=
√
dρdpi√
dσ
(1p¯i ⊗ T σ,e∗pi,ρ )(T 1p¯i,pi ⊗ 1ρ) ∈ (ρ, π¯ ⊗ σ). Then {T˜ ρ,ep¯i,σ} is an orthonormal
basis for (ρ, π¯ ⊗ σ). It is easy to see T˜ ρk,ep¯iiσm =
√
dρ
dσ
T σm,epii,ρk . As a consequence we have
∑
σ,m,n,e
T σm,epii,ρkv(σ)m,nT
σn,e
pij ,ρl =
∑
σ,m,n,e
dσ
dρ
T ρk,ep¯ii,σmv(σ)m,nT
ρl,e
p¯ij ,σn
for example.
2.2 Coactions and Roberts type actions
Let A,B be von Neumann algebras. We denote the set of unital ∗-homomorphisms from
A to B by Mor (A,B).
Let ug be the (right) regular representation ofG, and R(G) := {ug}′′ the group algebra.
The coproduct ∆ of R(G) is given by ∆(ug) = ug ⊗ ug.
For simplicity, we denote 1M ⊗ T ∈M ⊗ B(Hpi, Hρ), T ∈ B(Hpi, Hρ), by T .
Definition 2.1 (1) Let M be a von Neumann algebra. We say α = {αpi}pi∈Rep(G) is an
action of Rep(G) if αpi ∈ Mor (M,M ⊗ B(Hpi)), and following hold.
(1a) α1 = idM .
(1b) αpi(x)T = Tασ(x) for any T ∈ (σ, π).
(1c) αpi ⊗ idσ ◦ ασ = αpi⊗σ.
(2) We say α = {αpi}pi∈Irr(G) is an action of Irr(G) if αpi ∈ Mor (M,M ⊗ B(Hpi)) and
following holds.
(2a) α1 = idM .
(2b) αpi ⊗ idρ ◦ αρ(x)T = Tασ(x) for any T ∈ (σ, π ⊗ ρ).
(3) We say α = {αpi}pi∈Gˆ an action of Gˆ if αpi ∈ Mor (M,M ⊗ B(Hpi)) and we have the
following.
(3a) α1 = idM .
(3b) αpi ⊗ idρ ◦ αρ(x)T = Tασ(x) for any T ∈ (σ, π ⊗ ρ).
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If an action α of Gˆ is given, then it is a routine work to extend α to those of Irr(G) and
Rep(G). Hence in this paper, we do not distinguish these notions. When M is properly
infinite, it is not difficult to see Definition 2.1 is reduced to that of Roberts action.
We remark that αpi is automatically injective. Suppose αpi(x) = 0. Then we have
0 = T 1∗p¯i,piαp¯i ⊗ idpi ◦ αpi(x)T 1p¯i,pi = T 1∗p¯i,piT 1p¯i,piα1(x) = x.
Let {epiij} be a system of matrix units for B(Hpi). Then αpi(x) is decomposed as αpi(x) =∑
i,j αpi(x)ij ⊗ epiij . The ∗-homomorphism property of αpi implies
∑
k αpi(x)ikαpi(y)kj =
αpi(xy)ij and (αpi(x)ij)
∗ = α(x∗)ji.
The group algebra R(G) can be decomposed as R(G) =
⊕
pi∈GˆB(Hpi), and e
pi
ij =
dπ/|G|∑g π(g)ijug gives a matrix unit for B(Hpi). Then α ∈ Mor (M,M ⊗R(G)) can be
decomposed as α(x) =
∑
pi αpi(x)ij(x)⊗ epiij , and we get αpi ∈ Mor (M,M ⊗ B(Hpi)). One
can verify that α is a coaction, i.e., α is injective and satisfies (α⊗ id) ◦α = (id⊗∆) ◦α.
if and only if {αpi} is an action of Gˆ in the sense of Definition 2.1.
Definition 2.2 Let α be an action of Gˆ on M . The fixed point algebra Mα is defined as
Mα := {a ∈M | αpi(a) = a⊗ 1pi for any π ∈ Gˆ}.
If K ⊂ Mα, then we say α is trivial on K, and often write as αpi = id on K. Let
K ⊂ M be a von Neumann subalgebra, on which α acts trivially. Then it is easily seen
that αpi(K
′ ∩M) ⊂ (K ′ ∩M)⊗B(Hpi), and α is an action on K ′ ∩M . Note that even if
we have αpi(K) ⊂ K ⊗ B(Hpi), α does not induce an action on K ′ ∩M in general unlike
the usual group action case.
Let α be an action of Gˆ on M , and N be another von Neumann algebra. Then
α′pi(x) :=
∑
i,j αpi(x)ij ⊗ 1N ⊗ epiij is an action of Gˆ on M ⊗N , which we denote by α⊗ idN
for simplicity.
2.3 Crossed product construction by Roberts type action
Let α be a coaction of G on M . The crossed product M ⋊α Gˆ is defined as α(M) ∨C⊗
ℓ∞(G) ⊂ M ⊗ B(ℓ2(G)). We discuss the crossed product construction from the point of
view of the Roberts type action. (Also see Appendix.)
We begin with the following definition.
Definition 2.3 Let M be a von Neumann algebra. We say {Upi}pi∈Irr(G) is a (unitary)
representation of Irr(G) in M if we have the following.
(1) Upi ∈ U(M ⊗ B(Hpi)), U1 = 1.
(2) Let Fpi,σ ∈ B(Hpi ⊗ Hρ, Hρ ⊗ Hpi) be a flip map. Set U12pi := Upi ⊗ 1ρ, and U13ρ :=
Fρ,pi(Uρ ⊗ 1pi)Fpi,ρ. Then U12pi U13ρ T = TUσ for any T ∈ (σ, π ⊗ ρ).
If we represent Upi and T as Upi = (Upiij)1≤i,j≤dpi and T = (T
m
i,k)
1≤m≤dσ
1≤i≤dpi,1≤k≤dρ respectively
by matrix elements, then Definition 2.3(2) is written as
∑
j,l UpiijUρklT
n
j,k =
∑
m T
m
i,kUσmn .
Lemma 2.4 Let {Upi} be a unitary representation of Gˆ. Then we have U∗piij = Up¯iij , and
[Upiij , Uρkl] = 0.
Proof. Since we have
∑
j,l UpiijUp¯iklT
1
pij ,p¯il
= T 1pii,p¯ikU1,
∑
j UpiijUp¯ikj = δik holds. This implies
Upi
tUp¯i = 1, and hence U
∗
pi =
tUp¯i. Thus we get U
∗
piij
= Up¯iij .
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We will verify the second statement. Since Upi is a representation, we have U
12
pi U
13
ρ =∑
σ,e T
σ,e
pi,ρUσT
σ,e∗
pi,ρ . Then we get
Fpi,ρ(U
12
pi U
13
ρ )Fρ,pi =
∑
i,j,k,l
UpiijUρkl ⊗ eρkl ⊗ epiij =
∑
σ,e
(Fpi,ρT
σ,e
pi,ρ)Uσ(Fpi,ρT
σ,e
pi,ρ)
∗.
On the other hand, U12ρ U
13
pi =
∑
σ,e Fpi,ρT
σ,e
pi,ρUσ(Fpi,ρT
σ,e
pi,ρ)
∗ holds, since {Fpi,ρT σ,epi,ρ} ⊂
(σ, ρ⊗ π) is an orthonormal basis. (Note that we use π⊗ ρ ∼ ρ⊗ π here.) By comparing
these, we get [Upiij , Uρkl] = 0. ✷
Lemma 2.4 shows that {Upiij} behave like matrix coefficients {π(g)ij}. Let Upi be a
representation of Gˆ, then it follows immediately that so is U∗pi , since [Upiij , Uρkl ] = 0.
Remark. One can see that {U∗p¯i} is a conjugate representation of Gˆ, i.e., (U∗p¯i)12(U∗ρ¯ )13T =
TU∗σ¯ for T ∈ (σ, π ⊗ ρ), without using the commutativity of Gˆ.
Let π(g)ij be a matrix coefficient for π ∈ Rep(G). We regard π(g)ij as an element πij
in ℓ∞(G) and set λpiij := 1M ⊗πij . Then λpi =
∑
i,j λpiij ⊗ epiij is the unitary representation
of Gˆ in the sense of Definition 2.3.
Since ℓ∞(G) =
∨{πij}, we have M ⋊α Gˆ = α(M)∨ {λpiij}. The relation of generators
are
∑
k λpiikxλ
∗
pijk
= αpi(x)ij , or equivalently λpi(x⊗ 1pi)λ∗pi = αpi(x). Here we identify α(x)
and x as in the usual way. A unitary λpi plays a roll of the implementing unitary in the
usual crossed product construction. Hence we also call λpi the implementing unitary in
M ⋊α Gˆ. We can expand a ∈M ⋊α Gˆ as
∑
pi,i,j api,i,jλpiij , api,i,j ∈M , uniquely.
Definition 2.5 Let α be an action of Gˆ on M . We say α is free if there exists no non-
zero a ∈ M ⊗ B(Hpi), 1 6= π ∈ Gˆ, so that αpi(x)a = a(x ⊗ 1pi) for every x ∈ M . When α
is an action of a factor M , then we also say α is outer if α is free.
In usual, freeness of a coaction α on a factor M is defined by the relative commutant
condition M ′ ∩M ⋊α Gˆ = Z(M). We see that the usual definition and ours coincide in
the following proposition.
Proposition 2.6 Let α be an action of Gˆ on M . Then α is free if and only if M ′∩M⋊α
Gˆ = Z(M). Especially, M ⋊α Gˆ is a factor when α is free, and M is a factor.
Proof. Let a =
∑
pi,i,j api,i,jλpiij ∈M ⋊α Gˆ. Set api :=
∑
i,j api,j,i⊗ epiij ∈M ⊗B(Hpi). Then
it is easy to see a ∈ M ′ ∩M ⋊α Gˆ if and only if (x ⊗ 1pi)api = apiαpi(x) for any x ∈ M ,
π ∈ Gˆ. Then it is easily shown that α is free if and only if M ′ ∩M ⋊α Gˆ = Z(M). ✷
In the end of this subsection, we explain the dual action of G on the crossed product.
Let α be an action of Gˆ onM . Then the dual action αˆ ofG onM⋊αGˆ is given by αˆg(a) = a
for a ∈M , and αˆg ⊗ idpi(λpi) = λpiπ(g), or equivalently αˆg(λpiij) =
∑
k λpiikπ(g)kj. Then it
is shown that αˆ an action of G, and the fixed point algebra is (M ⋊α Gˆ)
αˆ = M .
2.4 Quantum double construction for finite group duals
In this subsection, we collect definitions and basic properties for quantum double con-
struction (also known as the symmetric enveloping algebra [11], or the Longo-Rehren
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construction [6]) arising from actions of group duals. We will use them in §6. We refer
[4, Chapter 12.8, 15.5], or [7, Appendix A] for details of this topic.
For π, ρ ∈ Rep(G), let π⊗ˆρ a representation of G×G given by π⊗ˆρ(g, h) := π(g)⊗ρ(h).
Let α be an action of Gˆ× Gˆ onM . Set P :=M⋊α (Gˆ× Gˆ). Let λpi⊗ˆρ be an implementing
unitary for α.
Lemma 2.7 Set wpiij :=
∑
k λpiik⊗ˆp¯ijk . Then wpi = (wpiij) is a unitary representation of
Gˆ.
Proof. Set vpiij := λpiij⊗ˆ1, upiij := λ1⊗ˆp¯iji. Obviously we have wpiij =
∑
k vpiikupikj and
[vpiij , uρkl] = 0. Since {T σ,epi,ρ} ⊂ (σ¯, π¯⊗ ρ¯) is an orthonormal basis, upi = (upiij)ij becomes a
unitary representation of Gˆ (also see Remark after Lemma 2.4). Hence∑
j,l
wpiijwρklT
σm,e
pij ,ρl
=
∑
j,l,n,a
vpiinvρkaupinjuρajT
σm,e
pij ,ρl
=
∑
j,l,n,a,
ξ,b,c,pη,d,f,q
T ξb,ppii,ρkvξbcT
ξc,p
pin,ρaT
ηd,q
pin,ρauηdfT
ηf ,q
pij ,ρlT
σm,e
pij ,ρl
=
∑
ξ,b,c,pη,d,f,q
T ξb,ppii,ρk
(∑
n,a
T ξc,ppin,ρaT
ηd,q
pin,ρa
)
vξbcuηdf
(∑
j,l
T
ηf ,q
pij ,ρlT
σm,e
pij ,ρl
)
=
∑
b
T σb,epii,ρk
(∑
c
vσbcuσcm
)
=
∑
b
T σb,epii,ρkwσbm
holds. ✷
Definition 2.8 Set N := M ∨ {wpiij}. We call M ⊂ N is the quantum double for α.
Remark. In the above definition, we consider an action of Gˆ×Gˆ onM directly. However,
usual quantum double construction is given as follows. LetM be a von Neumann algebra,
and α be an action of Gˆ on M . By the commutativity of Gˆ, (αp¯i)
opp becomes an action
of Gˆ on Mopp. Hence we have an action of Gˆ× Gˆ on M ⊗Mopp. The rest of construction
is same as above.
We embed G into G×G by g → (g, g). Let β := αˆ be the dual action of G×G on P .
Then it is shown that N = (M ⋊α (Gˆ× Gˆ))G.
For example, we have
βg,g(wpiij) =
∑
k
βg,g(λpiik⊗ˆp¯ijk)
=
∑
k,l,m
λpiil⊗ˆp¯ijmπ(g)lkπ(g)mk
=
∑
l,m
λpiil⊗ˆp¯ijl
= wpiij .
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If we expand a ∈ P as a = ∑ apiij ,ρklλpiij⊗ˆρkl, then N = (M ⋊α (Gˆ × Gˆ))G is verified
in a similar way as above. We leave the proof to the reader. We remark that a ∈ N
can be expand uniquely as a =
∑
pi,i,j api,i,jwpiij , api,i,j ∈M , and there exists the canonical
conditional expectation E : N → M given by E(a) = a1.
2.5 Main result
Definition 2.9 Let α be an action of Gˆ. We say {wpi}pi∈Gˆ a (unitary) 1-cocycle for α if
wpi ∈ U(M ⊗ B(Hpi)), normalized as w1 = 1, and following holds.
(wpi ⊗ 1ρ)αpi ⊗ idρ(wρ)T = Twσ, T ∈ (σ, π ⊗ ρ).
A 1-cocycle {wpi} for α is called a coboundary if there exists a unitary v ∈ U(M) such
that wpi = (v
∗ ⊗ 1pi)αpi(v).
If we extend vξ for ξ ∈ Rep(G) as in the remark in §2.1, then we have (vξ ⊗ 1η)αξ(vη) =
vξ⊗η. It is easy to see that Adwpiαpi is an action of Gˆ for a 1-cocycle wpi.
Definition 2.10 Let α and β be actions of Gˆ on M .
(1) We say α and β are conjugate if there exists θ ∈ Aut (M) with θ⊗ idpi ◦αpi ◦ θ−1 = βpi
for every π ∈ Gˆ.
(2) We say α and β are cocycle conjugate if there exists a 1-cocycle {wpi} for α, and
Adwpiαpi and βpi are conjugate.
Our main purpose is to show the following theorem by the traditional Connes-Jones-
Ocneanu type approach.
Theorem 2.11 Let R be the AFD factor of type II1. Let α and β be outer actions of Gˆ
on R. Then α and β are conjugate.
3 Model action
In this section, we construct an infinite tensor product type action of Gˆ on R, which we
adopt as the model action.
It is easy to see the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 Let M , N be von Neumann algebras, and Upi, Vpi unitary representation of
Gˆ in M and N respectively. We regard Upi and Vpi as representations of Gˆ in M ⊗N in
the canonical way. Then UpiVpi is also a representation of Gˆ.
To construct the model action, we first construct (the canonical) unitary representation
of Irr(G) onM|G|(C). Although we already discussed it in §2.3, we give a slightly different
approach, which will be useful for our argument.
Let φ be the Haar functional for R(G), i.e., φ(ug) = |G|δe,g. For v ∈ R(G), we
denote by v = ⊕v(π), v(π) ∈ B(Hpi), via the decomposition R(G) ∼=
⊕
pi∈GˆB(Hpi). Then
we have φ(v) =
∑
pi dπTrpi(v(π)), where Trpi be the canonical (non-normalized) trace
on B(Hpi). We regard R(G) as a Hilbert space equipped with an inner product arising
from φ, and denote by ℓ2(Gˆ). Namely, an inner product on ℓ2(Gˆ) is given by 〈v, w〉 =
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∑
pi∈Gˆ dπ〈v(π), w(π)〉pi for v = ⊕v(π), w = ⊕w(π). Here 〈v(π), w(π)〉pi = Trpi(w(π)∗v(π))
It is easy to see {dπ−1/2epiij} ⊂ ℓ2(Gˆ) forms an orthonormal basis with respect to this inner
product.
Set T σ,eρ,pii ∈ B(Hσ, Hρ) by (T σ,eρ,pii)ρj ,σk = T σk ,eρj ,pii.
Lemma 3.2 Define λpiij ∈ B(ℓ2(Gˆ)) =M|G|(C) by
(λpiijv)(ρ) :=
∑
σ,e
T σ¯,eρ¯,piiv(σ)T
σ¯,e∗
ρ¯,pij
and λpi :=
∑
i,j λpiij ⊗ epiij ∈ M|G|(C) ⊗ B(Hpi). Then {λpi} is a unitary representation of
Irr(G) on M|G|(C).
Proof. We freely use notations and results in §2.1. We first show λ12pi λ13ρ T σ,api,ρ = T σ,api,ρλσ,
T σ,api,ρ = (T
σm,a
pii,ρk
) ∈ (σ, π ⊗ ρ), equivalently λpiijλρklT σn,apij ,ρl =
∑
m T
σm,a
pii,ρk
λσmn .(∑
j,l
λpiijλρklT
σn,a
pij ,ρl
v
)
(ξ) =
∑
j,l,η,e
T η¯,e
ξ¯,pii
(λρk,lT
σn,a
pij ,ρl
v)(η)T η¯,e∗
ξ¯,pij
=
∑
j,l,η,e,ζ,f
T η¯,e
ξ¯,pii
T ζ¯,fη¯,ρkT
σn,a
pij ,ρl
v(ζ)T ζ¯,f∗η¯,ρl T
η¯,e∗
ξ¯,pij
=
∑
j,l,η,e,ζ,f
T η,epii,ρkT
ζ¯,f
ξ¯,η
T σn,apij ,ρlv(ζ)T
ζ¯,f∗
ξ¯,η
T η¯,e∗pij ,ρl
=
∑
η,ζ,e,f
T η,epii,ρkT
ζ¯,f
ξ¯,η
v(ζ)T ζ¯,f∗
ξ¯,η
(
∑
j,l
T σn,apij ,ρlT
η∗,e
pij ,ρl
)
=
∑
ζ,f
T σ,apii,ρkT
ζ¯,f
ξ¯,σ
v(ζ)T ζ¯,f∗
ξ¯,σn
=
∑
m,ζ,f
T σm,apii,ρk T
ζ¯,f
ξ¯,σm
v(ζ)T
¯ζ,f∗
ξ¯,σn
=
∑
m
(T σm,apii,ρk λσm,nv)(ξ).
It is easy to see that
∑
k〈λpikiv, λpikjw〉 = δi,j . Hence we have
∑
k λ
∗
piki
λpikj = δi,j and
consequently λ∗piλpi = 1. Thus it suffices to show λpiλ
∗
pi = 1.
Here we have ∑
k
λpiikλp¯ijk =
∑
k,ρ,l,m,e
T ρl,epii,p¯ijλρlmT
ρm,e
pik,p¯ik
=
√
dπT 1pii,p¯ijλ1
= δi,j .
Hence we have λpi
tλp¯i = 1, and
tλp¯i = λ
∗
pi. It follows that λ
∗
piij
= λp¯iij and λpiλ
∗
pi = 1. ✷
Let E = {epiij ,ρkl} be a system of matrix units for B(ℓ2(Gˆ)) ∼= M|G|(C), that is, epiij ,ρkl
is a partial isometry which sends dρ−1/2eρkl ∈ ℓ2(Gˆ) to dπ−1/2epiij. It is not difficult to see
λpiij =
∑
ρ,k,l,σ,m,n,e
√
dρ
dσ
T σm,epii,ρkT
σn,e
pij ,ρleσmn,ρkl.
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It follows that
√
dπdρλpiije1,1λρ¯kl = epiij ,ρkl from the above expression of λpi.
Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and E = {epiij ,ρkl} ⊂ M a system of matrix units
for B(ℓ2(Gˆ)). Then we can construct a unitary representation λpi of Gˆ in E
′′ by the above
formula. In this case, we call {λpi} a representation of Gˆ associated with E = {epiij ,ρkl}.
When we have to specify E, we denote the unitary representation of Gˆ associated with E
by λEpi .
We define the product type action of Gˆ on R. Express R =
⊗∞
n=1Kn, where Kn is
a copy of M|G|(C). Let λnpi := λ
Kn
pi be a unitary representation of Gˆ on Kn, and regard
as one on R. Define λ˜1pi := λ
1
pi, and λ˜
n
pi = λ˜
n−1
pi λ
n
pi. Then λ˜
n
pi is a representation of Gˆ
on K1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Kn by Lemma 3.1. Set mnpi(x) := Ad λ˜npi(x ⊗ 1pi). Since λ˜npi is a unitary
representation of Gˆ, mnpi is indeed an action of Gˆ on R. If x ∈
⊗n−1
k=1 Kk, then
Ad λ˜npi(x⊗ 1pi) = Ad λ˜n−1pi λnpi(x⊗ 1pi) = Ad λ˜n−1pi (x⊗ 1pi)
holds. Hence lim
n→∞
mnpi(x) exists for x ∈
⋃∞
n=1
⊗n
k=1Kk, and so does mpi(x) = limn→∞
mnpi(x)
for every x ∈ R.
Definition 3.3 We call m = {mpi} the model action for Gˆ.
Theorem 3.4 The model action m is outer.
Proof. Fix 1 6= π ∈ Gˆ. Assume there exists non-zero a ∈ R ⊗ B(Hpi) such that
mpi(x)a = a(x ⊗ 1) holds for x ∈ R. If x ∈
⊗n
k=1Kn, then (x ⊗ 1)λ˜n∗pi a = λ˜n∗pi a(x ⊗ 1)
holds. Hence a is expressed as a = λ˜npibn+1, bn+1 =
∑
ij b
n+1
ij ⊗ epiij ∈
⊗∞
k=n+1Kk ⊗ B(Hpi).
Since we assume a 6= 0, there exists c ∈ R⊗B(Hpi) with τ ⊗Trpi(ca) 6= 0. We may assume
c is of the form c1 ⊗ epiij , c1 ∈
⊗m
k=1Kk for some m. Then
τ ⊗ Trpi(ca) = τ(c1λm+1piij bm+2ji ) = τ(c1λ˜m+1piij )τ(bm+2ji ) =
∑
l
τ(c1λ˜
m
piil
)τ(λm+1pilj )τ(b
m+2
ji ) = 0
holds, and this is a contradiction. Hence a must be 0, and m is an outer action. ✷
Definition 3.5 Let E = {epiij ,ρkl} ⊂ M be a system of matrix units, and λEpi a represen-
tation of Gˆ associated with E. Let α be an action of Gˆ on M . We say {epiij ,ρkl} is an
α-equivariant system of matrix units if αpi(x) = Adλ
E
pi (x⊗ 1) for x ∈ E.
The following lemma is easily verified. We leave the proof to the reader.
Lemma 3.6 Let α be an action of Gˆ on M .
(1) Let E = {epiij ,ρkl} be an α-equivariant system of matrix units. Then λE∗pi is a 1-cocycle
for α, and AdλE∗pi αpi = id on E. Hence Adλ
E∗
pi αpi induces an action on E
′ ∩M .
(2) Let M ⊃ K ∼= M|G|(C), and suppose α is trivial on K. Then λKpi is a 1-cocycle for α.
It follows that AdλKpi αpi is an action on M .
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4 Technical results
In this section, we collect some technical lemmas, whose proof can be found in [2], [5], [9].
In the following, M is a factor of type II1, and τ is the unique normalized trace on M .
Lemma 4.1 ([5, Lemma 3.2.7]) Let f ∈ M be such that ‖f‖ ≤ 1, ‖f 2 − f‖2 < δ and
‖f ∗ − f‖2 < δ ≤ 1/4. Then there exists a projection p ∈ M such that ‖f − p‖2 < 6 4
√
δ
and τ(p) = τ(f).
Lemma 4.2 ([5, Lemma 3.2.1]) Let u ∈ M be such that ‖u∗u − 1‖2 < δ. Then there
exists a unitary v ∈M with ‖u− v‖2 < (3 + ‖u‖)δ.
Lemma 4.3 ([2, Proposition 1.1.3],[9, Proposition 7.1]) Let us fix a free ultrafilter
ω over N.
(1) Let A ∈Mω be a unitary (resp. projection). Then there exists a representing sequence
A = (an) consisting of unitaries (resp. projections).
(2) Let V ∈ Mω be a partial isometry with V ∗V = E and V V ∗ = F . Let E = (en), F =
(fn) ∈ Mω be representing sequences consisting of projections such that en and fn are
equivalent for any n. Then there exist a representing sequence (vn) for V such that
v∗nvn = en, vnv
∗
n = fn.
(3) Let {Eij}1≤i,j,≤m ⊂Mω be a system of matrix units. Then there exists a representing
sequence Eij = {enij} such that {enij}1≤i,j≤m is a system of matrix units for every n.
5 Cohomology vanishing
In this section, we mainly deal with actions of Gˆ on factors of type II1. However many
parts of results in this section are valid for general factors (or von Neumann algebras).
We begin with the following lemma, which is known as the “push-down lemma” in
subfactor theory [4, Lemma 9.26].
Lemma 5.1 Let α be an action of Gˆ, and set e := 1/|G|∑pi,i dπλpiii ∈M ⋊α Gˆ. For any
a ∈M ⋊α Gˆ there exists b ∈M such that ae = be.
Proof. Let a =
∑
ρ,k,l aρklλρkl, apikl ∈M be an expansion of a. Then
|G|ae =
∑
pi,i,ρ,k,l
dπaρklλρklλpiii
=
∑
pi,i,ρ,k,l
∑
σ,m,n,e
dπaρklT
σm,e
pii,ρk
λσmnT
σn,e
pii,ρl
=
∑
ρ,k,l,σ,m,n
dσaρkl
(∑
pi,i,e
T pii,eσm,ρ¯kT
pii,e
σn,ρ¯l
)
λσmn
=
∑
ρ,k,σ,m
dσaρkkλσmm
= (
∑
ρ,k
aρkk)|G|e
holds. Set b :=
∑
ρ,k aρkk , then we have ae = be and b ∈M . ✷
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Proposition 5.2 Let α be an outer action of Gˆ. Then any 1-cocycle for α is a cobound-
ary.
Proof. Let {wpi} be a 1-cocycle for α, and λpi an implementing unitary in M ⋊α Gˆ.
It follows that {wpiλpi} is a representation of Gˆ. Set e := |G|−1
∑
pi,i dπλpiii, and f :=
|G|−1∑pi,i dπ(wpiλpi)ii = |G|−1∑pi,i,j dπwpiijλpiji. Then e and f are projections in M ⋊α
Gˆ with EM(e) = EM(f) = |G|−1, where EM is the canonical conditional expectation
from M ⋊α Gˆ to M . Since M ⋊α Gˆ is a factor due to the outerness of α, there exists
v ∈ M ⋊α Gˆ such that vev∗ = f . By Lemma 5.1, we may assume v ∈ M . Since
vev∗ = |G|−1∑pi,i dπvλpiiiv∗ = |G|−1∑pi,i,j dπvαpi(v∗)ijλpiji, we have wpiij = vαpi(v∗)ij , and
this implies wpi = (v ⊗ 1)αpi(v∗). Especially v is a unitary. ✷
Corollary 5.3 Let α be an outer action of Gˆ on M . Then there exists an α-equivariant
system of matrix units {epiij ,ρkl} ⊂M .
Proof. We can choose a system of matrix units F = {fpiij ,ρkl} ⊂ Mα, since Mα is of type
II1. Then λ
F
pi is a 1-cocycle for αpi. By Proposition 5.2, there exists v ∈ U(M) such that
λFpi = (v
∗ ⊗ 1)αpi(v). Define E = {epiij ,ρkl} := {vfpiij ,ρklv∗}. Then λEpi = (v ⊗ 1)λFpi (v∗ ⊗ 1)
and
αpi(epiij ,ρkl) = αpi(v)(fpiij ,ρkl ⊗ 1)αpi(v∗)
= (v ⊗ 1)λFpi (fpiij ,ρkl ⊗ 1)λF∗pi (v∗ ⊗ 1)
= λEpi (epiij ,ρkl ⊗ 1)λE∗pi .
✷
Definition 5.4 Let αpi ∈ Mor (M,M ⊗ B(Hpi)), normalized as α1 = idM , and Upi,ρ ∈
U(M ⊗ B(Hpi) ⊗ B(Hρ)). We say {αpi, Upi,ρ}pi,ρ∈Gˆ is a cocycle twisted action of Gˆ if we
have the following.
(1) Upi,1 = U1,pi = 1.
(2) αpi ⊗ idρ ◦ αρ(x)Upi,ρT = Upi,ρTασ(x), T ∈ (σ, π ⊗ ρ).
(3) Let {T σ,api,ρ}
Nσpiρ
a=1 be an orthonormal basis for (σ, π ⊗ ρ). Set Uσ,api,ρ := Upi,ρT σ,api,ρ . Then∑
η,a,ξ,b
(αpi ⊗ id)(Uη,aρ,σ )U ξ,bpi,ηT ξ,b∗pi,η (1pi ⊗ T η,a∗ρ,σ ) =
∑
ζ,c,ξ,d
(U ζ,cpi,ρ ⊗ 1σ)U ξ,dζ,σT ξ,d∗ζ,σ (T ζ,c∗pi,ρ ⊗ 1σ)
holds. The unitary Upi,ρ is called a 2-cocycle for α.
We explain the meaning of Definition 5.4(3). Note that {(1pi ⊗ T η,aρ,σ )T ξ,bpi,η}η,a,b and
{(T ζ,cpi,ρ ⊗ 1σ)T ξ,dζ,σ}ζ,c,d are both orthonormal basis for (ξ, π ⊗ ρ ⊗ σ). Then V(ζ,c,d),(η,a,b) =
T ξ,d∗ζ,σ (T
ζ,c∗
pi,ρ ⊗ 1σ)(1pi ⊗ T η,aρ,σ )T ξ,bpi,η ∈ (ξ, ξ) = C, and V = {V(ζ,c,d),(η,a,b)} gives a unitary
transformation between the above two orthonormal basis. From the condition (3), we get
(αpi ⊗ id)(Uη,aρ,σ )U ξ,bpi,η =
∑
ζ,c,d
(U ζ,cpi,ρ ⊗ 1σ)U ξ,dζ,σV(ζ,c,d),(η,a,b).
This shows that the same unitary V gives the transformation between (αpi⊗ id)(Uη,aρ,σ )U ξ,bpi,η
and (U ζ,cpi,ρ ⊗ 1σ)U ξ,dζ,σ.
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Let {αpi, Upi,σ} be a cocycle twisted action of Gˆ, and extend to that of Rep(G) as in the
remark in §2.1. Then we have (αpi ⊗ idρ) ◦ αρ = Ad (Upi,ρ)αpi⊗ρ, and (Upi,ρ ⊗ 1σ)Upi⊗ρ,σ =
(αpi ⊗ idρ ⊗ idσ)(Uρ,σ)Upi,ρ⊗σ from the above equalities.
Definition 5.5 Let {αpi, Upi,ρ} be a cocycle twisted action of Gˆ. We say that Upi,ρ is a
coboundary if there exist unitaries Wpi ∈M ⊗ B(Hpi), normalized as W1 = 1, such that
Wpiαpi ⊗ id(Wρ)Upi,ρT = TWσ, T ∈ (σ, π ⊗ ρ).
Define
(∂αW )pi,ρ := αpi ⊗ idρ(Wρ)(Wpi ⊗ 1ρ)W ∗pi⊗ρ =
∑
σ,e
αpi ⊗ idρ(Wρ)(Wpi ⊗ 1ρ)T σ,epi,ρW ∗σT σ,e∗pi,ρ .
Then the above condition is shown to be equivalent to Upi,ρ = (∂αW
∗)pi,ρ.
Let {α, Upi,ρ} be a cocycle twisted action, and assume Upi,ρ = (∂αW ∗)pi,ρ for some {Wpi}.
Then AdWpiαpi becomes a genuine action of Gˆ.
Remark. Here we make a useful remark on perturbation of cocycle twisted actions. Let
α be an action of Gˆ, and wpi ∈ U(M ⊗B(Hpi)). Then α˜pi = Adwpiαpi is a cocycle twisted
action with a 2-cocycle u(π, ρ) = ∂α˜w(π, ρ). If there exists another unitary w¯pi such that
∂α˜w¯
∗(π, ρ) = u(π, ρ), then it is easy to verify that w¯piwpi is a 1-cocycle for α.
In a similar way as in [5] and [14], we can prove the 2-cohomology vanishing theorem
for cocycle twisted actions of Gˆ as follows.
Theorem 5.6 Let {αpi, Upi,ρ} be a (not necessary outer) cocycle twisted action of Gˆ. Then
Upi,ρ is a coboundary.
Proof. Fix a finite dimensional subfactor K ⊂M , K ∼= M|G|(C), and a system of matrix
units {eij}1≤i,j≤|G| for K. Choose a unitary upi ∈ M ⊗ B(Hpi) with Ad upiαpi(eij) =
eij ⊗ 1, and set α˜pi := Ad upiαpi. Then α˜pi(x) = x ⊗ 1, x ∈ K. Hence α˜pi sends
K ′ ∩ M into (K ′ ∩ M) ⊗ B(Hpi). Moreover if we define U˜pi,ρ := u12pi αpi(uρ)Upi,ρu∗pi⊗ρ =∑
σ,a u
12
pi αpi(uρ)U
σ,a
pi,ρu
∗
σT
σ,a∗
piρ , then U˜pi,ρ ∈ (K ′ ∩M) ⊗ B(Hpi) ⊗ B(Hρ) and {α˜, U˜pi,ρ} is a
cocycle twisted action of Gˆ on K ′ ∩M . It is trivial that U˜pi,ρ is a coboundary if and only
if so is Upi,ρ.
Hence we may assume α is of the form αpi = α
0
pi ⊗ id on N ⊗ B(ℓ2(Gˆ)) and Upi,ρ =∑
pi,i,j,ρ,k,lUpiij ,ρkl ⊗1⊗ epiij ⊗ eρkl ∈ N ⊗C1⊗B(Hpi)⊗B(Hρ). Fix a system of matrix units
{fξab,ηcd} for B(ℓ2(Gˆ)).
In the rest of this section, we denote Uσ,api,ρ and T
σ,a
pi,ρ by U
σ
pi,ρ and T
σ
pi,ρ respectively to
simplify notations.
Define wpiij as
wpiij :=
∑
ξ,a,b,η,c,d
√
dξ
dη
T ηcpiiξaU
η∗
d
pijξb
⊗ fηcd,ξab ∈ N ⊗ B(ℓ2(Gˆ)).
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We will see wpi ∈ U(M ⊗ B(Hpi)), and (∂αw∗)pi,ρ = Upi,ρ. At first we verify that wpi is a
unitary. We will see
∑
k wpiikw
∗
pijk
= δi,j holds as follows.
∑
k
wpiikw
∗
pijk
=
∑
k
( ∑
ρ,l,m,σ,s,t
√
dρ
dσ
T σspiiρlU
σ∗t
pikρm
⊗ fσst,ρlm
)( ∑
ξ,a,b,η,c,d
√
dξ
dη
T ηcpijξaU
ηd
pikξb
⊗ fξab,ηcd
)
=
∑
ρ,l,σ,s,t,η,c,d
dρ√
dσdη
T σspiiρlT
ηc
pijρl
(∑
k,m
Uσ
∗
t
pikρm
Uηdpikρm
)
⊗ fσst,ηcd
=
∑
ρ,m,η,c,d,s
dρ
dη
T ηspiiρlT
ηc
pijρl ⊗ fηsd,ηcd
=
∑
η,c,d,s
(∑
ρ,l
T ρlp¯iiηsT
ρl
p¯ijηc
)
⊗ fηsd,ηcd
= δi,j
∑
η,c,d
1⊗ fηcd,ηcd
= δi,j .
In a similar way as above,
∑
k w
∗
piki
wpikj = δi,j can be verified. Hence wpi is indeed a
unitary.
We next show that Upi,ρ = (∂αw
∗)pi,ρ. It suffices to show wpiαpi(ωρ)Uσpi,ρw
∗
σ = T
σ
pi,ρ. This
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follows from the computation.
(wpiαpi(ωρ)U
σ
pi,ρw
∗
σ)
σm
pii,ρk
=
∑
j,l,n,a
wpiijαpi(wρkl)jn(U
σa
pinρl
⊗ 1)w∗σma
=
∑
j,l,n,a,ξ,b,c,
η,d,e,ζ,s,t,φ,u,v
√
dξ
dη
√
dζ
dξ
√
dζ
dφ
T ηdpiiξbU
ηe∗
pijξc
T ξbρkζsαpi(U
ξc∗
ρlζt
)jnU
σa
pinρl
T φuσm,ζsU
φv
σaζt
⊗ fηed,φuv
=
∑
l,n,a,η,d,e,
ζ,s,t,φ,u,v
dζ√
dηdφ
(∑
j,ξ,b,c
αpi(U
ξc
ρlζt
)njU
ηe
pijξc
T ξbρkζsT
ηd
piiξb
)∗
UσapinρlT
φu
σm,ζs
Uφvσaζt ⊗ fηed,φuv
=
∑
l,n,a,η,d,e,
ζ,s,t,φ,u,v
dζ√
dηdφ
(∑
ξ,b,c
U ξcpinρlU
ηe
ξcζt
T ξbpiiρkT
ηd
ξbζs
)∗
UσapinρlT
φu
σm,ζs
Uφvσaζt ⊗ fηed,φuv
=
∑
a,ξ,b,c,η,d,e,
ζ,s,t,φ,u,v
dζ√
dηdφ
T ξbpiiρkT
ηd
ξbζs
Uηe∗ξcζt
(∑
n,l
U ξc∗pinρlU
σa
pinρl
)
T φuσm,ζsU
φv
σaζt
⊗ fηed,φuv
=
∑
b,η,d,e,
ζ,s,φ,u,v
dζ√
dηdφ
T σbpiiρkT
ηd
σbζs
T φuσm,ζs
∑
a,t
(
Uηe∗σaζtU
φv
σaζt
)
⊗ fηed,φuv
=
∑
b,η,d,e,u,ζ,s
dζ
dη
T σbpiiρkT
ηd
σbζs
T ηuσm,ζs ⊗ fηed,ηud
=
∑
b,η,d,e,u
T σbpiiρk
(∑
ζ,s
T ζsσ¯bηdT
ζs
σm,ηu
)
⊗ fηed,ηud
= T σmpiiρk
∑
η,d,e
1⊗ fηed,ηed
= T σmpiiρk .
Hence we have Upi,ρ = (∂αw
∗)pi,ρ. ✷
We need another type of 2-cohomology vanishing theorem, which asserts that we can
choose a coboundary close to 1 if a 2-cocycle is close to 1.
Theorem 5.7 Let {αpi, Upi,ρ} be a cocycle twisted outer action of Gˆ. If ‖Upi,ρ − 1‖2 < δ
for sufficiently small enough δ, then there exist a unitary Wpi ∈ M ⊗ B(Hpi) such that
Upi,ρ = (∂αW
∗)pi,ρ and ‖Wpi − 1‖2 < f(δ). Here f(δ) is a positive valued function, which
depends only on G and is independent from α and Upi,ρ, with limδ→0 f(δ) = 0.
Proof. Let N := M ⋊α,U Gˆ be a twisted crossed product, and λpi be an implementing
unitary. (See Appendix for the twisted crossed product construction.) Hence we have
Adλpi(x ⊗ 1pi) = αpi(x) for x ∈ M , λ12pi λ13ρ T σpi,ρ = Upi,ρT σpi,ρλσ for T σpi,ρ ∈ (σ, π ⊗ ρ), and
M ⋊α,U Gˆ =M ∨ {λpiij}. By Theorem 5.6, there exist a unitary wpi ∈M ⊗B(Hpi), π ∈ Gˆ
such that Upi,ρ = (∂αw
∗)pi,ρ. This implies λ˜pi := wpiλpi is a representation of Gˆ. Thus
e := |G|−1∑pi,i dπλ˜piii is a projection with EM (e) = 1/|G|.
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(If one is not familiar to the twisted crossed product, he (or she) may treat it as follows.
Let wpi be as above. Since Adwpiαpi is a usual action, we can construct a usual crossed
product algebra M ⋊Adwα Gˆ. Let λ˜pi be an implementing unitary, and set λpi := w
∗
piλpi.
Then it is easy to see {λpi} behave like as the implementing unitary in M ⋊α,U Gˆ. Hence
M ∨ {λpi} is identified with the twisted crossed product M ⋊α,U Gˆ. )
Set f := |G|−1∑pi,i dπλpiii. We will show f is almost a projection, and apply Lemma
4.1. Set Λpi :=
∑
i λpiii and we investigate ΛpiΛρ −
∑
σ N
σ
pi,ρΛσ at first.
Since we have
ΛpiΛρ =
∑
i,k
λpiiiλρkk
=
∑
i,k,σ,m,n,a
Uσm,apii,ρkλσmnT
σn,a
pii,ρk
=
∑
i,j,k,l,σ,m,n
Upiij ,ρklT
σm,a
pij ,ρl
λσmnT
σn,a
pii,ρk
=
∑
i,j,k,l,σ,m,n
(Upiij ,ρkl − δijδkl)T σm,apij ,ρl λσmnT σn,apii,ρk +
∑
i,k,σ,m,n
T σm,apii,ρk λσmnT
σn,a
pii,ρk
=
∑
i,j,k,l,σ,m,n
(Upiij ,ρkl − δijδkl)T σmpij ,ρlλσmnT σnpii,ρk +
∑
σ
Nσpi,ρΛσ,
we get the following estimate.∥∥∥∥∥ΛpiΛρ −
∑
σ
Nσpi,ρΛσ
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∑
i,j,k,l
∥∥∥∥∥(Upiijρkl − δijδkl)
∑
σ,m,n,a
T σm,apijρl λσmnT
σn,a
piiρk
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∑
i,j,k,l
‖Upiijρkl − δijδkl‖2
≤ dπdρ
√∑
i,j,k,l
‖Upiijρkl − δijδkl‖22
≤ dπdρ
√
dπdρδ.
Now we give the estimate of ‖f 2 − f‖2. Since
f 2 − f = 1|G|2
∑
pi,ρ
dπdρΛpiΛρ − 1|G|
∑
σ
dσΛσ
=
1
|G|2
∑
pi,ρ,σ
dπdρ
(
ΛpiΛρ −Nσpi,ρΛσ
)
+
1
|G|2
∑
pi,ρ,σ
dπdρNσpi,ρΛσ −
1
|G|
∑
σ
dσΛσ
=
1
|G|2
∑
pi,ρ,σ
dπdρ
(
ΛpiΛρ −Nσpi,ρΛσ
)
holds, we get
‖f 2 − f‖2 ≤ 1|G|2
∑
pi,ρ
dπdρ
∥∥∥∥∥ΛpiΛρ −
∑
σ
Nσpi,ρΛσ
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ 1|G|2
∑
pi,ρ
dπ2dρ2
√
dπdρδ.
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Next we estimate ‖f ∗−f‖2. Set U˜pii,p¯ij =
∑
k Upiik,p¯ijk . Then λ
∗
p¯iij
=
∑
k U˜
∗
pik,p¯ii
λpikj . (See
Appendix), and we have f ∗ = |G|−1∑pi,i,j dπU˜∗pij ,p¯iiλpiji.
Hence
‖f ∗ − f‖2 ≤ 1|G|
∑
pi,i,j
dπ
∥∥∥(U˜∗pij ,p¯ii − δi,j)λpiji∥∥∥
2
≤ 1|G|
∑
pi,i,j,k
dπ
∥∥∥(U∗pijk,p¯iik − δi,kδj,k)
∥∥∥
2
≤ 1|G|
∑
pi
dπ2
√
dπ
√∑
i,j,k
∥∥(U∗pijk,p¯iik − δi,kδj,k)∥∥22
≤ 1|G|
∑
pi
dπ3
√
dπδ
holds.
If we set C := max{|G|−1∑pi,ρ dπ2dρ2√dπdρ, |G|−1∑pi dπ3√dπ}, then ‖f 2−f‖2 ≤ Cδ
and ‖f ∗ − f‖2 ≤ Cδ. Here note that C is determined only by G.
By Lemma 4.1, there exists a projection p ∈M⋊α,U Gˆ such that ‖f−p‖2 < 6 4
√
Cδ and
τ(p) = 1/|G|, provided Cδ < 1/4. Then there exists a unitary a ∈ M⋊α,U Gˆ such that p =
aea∗, and by Lemma 5.1, there exists u ∈M with p = ueu∗. Note that u is not necessary
a unitary, and we have ‖u‖ ≤ |G| since u = |G|EM(ae). Then ‖f − ueu∗‖2 < 6 4
√
Cδ. By
applying the canonical conditional expectation, we get ‖1−uu∗‖2 < 6|G| 4
√
Cδ. By Lemma
4.2, there exists a unitary v ∈M such that ‖u− v‖2 < 6|G|(3+ |G|) 4
√
Cδ. Hence we have
‖f − vev∗‖2 < f(δ) for some positive valued function f(δ), which depends only on G,
with limδ→0 f(δ) = 0. Set w¯pi := (v⊗ 1)wpiαpi(v∗). Then w¯pi is a coboundary for Upi,ρ, and
‖w¯pi−1‖2 < f(δ) holds by looking at coefficients of f−vev∗ = |G|−1
∑
pi,i,j dπ(1−w¯piij)λpiji.
✷
6 Actions and ultra product
Fix a free ultrafilter ω over N. Then αωpi is an action of Gˆ on M
ω, however αωpi does not
preserve Mω unless Gˆ is a group, i.e., G is commutative.
Our first task in this section is to show the existence of an outer action of Gˆ× Gˆ on
Mω by modifying α
ω
pi .
We first recall Ocneanu’s central freedom lemma.
Lemma 6.1 Let A ⊂ B ⊂ C be finite von Neumann algebras with A ∼= R. Then (A′ ∩
Bω)′ ∩ Cω = A ∨ (B′ ∩ C)ω.
See [4] for proof.
From now on, we assume M ∼= R. Set M1 := M ⋊α Gˆ. Let λpi ∈ M1 ⊗ B(Hpi) be an
implementing unitary for α.
Lemma 6.2 Let H be a finite dimensional Hilbert space. Then α ∈ Mor (R,R⊗ B(H))
is approximately inner in the following sense; there exists a sequence of unitary {un} ⊂
R⊗ B(H) such that limn ‖Ad un(x⊗ 1)− α(x)‖2 = 0, x ∈ R.
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Proof. Represent R =
⊗∞
n=1M2(C), and set Ln :=
⊗n
k=1M2(C). Let {enij} be a system
of matrix units for Ln. Then {enij ⊗ 1} and {α(enij)} are both systems of matrix units in
R⊗B(H). Hence there exists a unitary un ∈ R⊗B(H) with α(eij) = Ad un(eij ⊗1), and
hence α(x) = Ad un(x⊗1) for x ∈ Ln. Then it is easy to see limn ‖α(x)−Ad un(x⊗1)‖2 = 0
for x ∈ R. ✷
By Lemma 6.2, there exists a unitary Upi ∈Mω⊗B(Hpi) such that αpi(x) = AdUpi(x⊗1)
for x ∈M ⊂Mω, π ∈ Gˆ. Set Vpi := U∗piλpi ∈Mω1 .
Lemma 6.3 Define γ1pi(x) := AdVpi(x ⊗ 1), γ2ρ(x) := AdU∗ρ (x ⊗ 1ρ). Then γpi⊗ˆρ :=
(γ1pi ⊗ 1ρ) ◦ γ2ρ defines an outer cocycle twisted action of Gˆ× Gˆ on Mω.
Proof. Define Wpi⊗ˆρ := V
12
pi U
13∗
ρ ∈Mω1 ⊗B(Hpi)⊗B(Hρ). Then γ is a perturbation of the
trivial action of Gˆ × Gˆ on Mω1 by Wpi⊗ˆρ, and w(π1⊗ˆρ1, π2⊗ˆρ2) := ∂γ(W )(π1⊗ˆρ1, π2⊗ˆρ2)
is a 2-cocycle for γ. Hence we only have to verify γ preserves Mω, outer on Mω, and
w(π1⊗ˆρ1, π2⊗ˆρ2) ∈Mω ⊗B(Hpi1⊗ˆρ1)⊗B(Hpi2⊗ˆρ2).
We verify that γipi ∈ Mor (Mω,Mω ⊗ B(Hpi)), i = 1, 2. Indeed this follows from the
computation below, where x ∈ M, a ∈ Mω. Note γ1pi(a) = AdU∗piαωpi(a) for a ∈Mω.
U∗pi(a⊗ 1)Upi(x⊗ 1) = U∗pi(a⊗ 1)αpi(x)Upi = U∗piαpi(x)(a⊗ 1)Upi = (x⊗ 1)AdU∗pi(a⊗ 1),
U∗piα
ω
pi(a)Upi(x⊗1) = U∗piαωpi(a)αpi(x)Upi = U∗piαωpi(ax)Upi = U∗piαωpi(xa)Upi = (x⊗1)U∗piαωpi(a)Upi.
Then it is trivial γpi⊗ˆρ ∈ Mor (Mω,Mω ⊗B(Hpi)⊗ B(Hρ)).
We next verify γpi⊗ˆρ is outer on Mω. We divide to π 6= 1 case and π = 1 case.
Fix 1 6= π ∈ Gˆ and assume γpi⊗ˆρ(x)a = a(x ⊗ 1), x ∈ Mω, holds for some a ∈ Mω ⊗
B(Hpi) ⊗ B(Hρ). On one hand, b := U13ρ V 12∗pi a ∈ (Mω ⊗ C)′ ∩Mω1 ⊗ B(Hpi) ⊗ B(Hρ) =
M ⊗B(Hpi)⊗B(Hρ) by Lemma 6.1. On the other hand, it is easy to see b = U13ρ V 12∗pi a is
of the form
∑
i,j,k,l,m,nX
k,l
i,j,m,nλp¯im,n ⊗ epiij ⊗ eρkl, Xk,li,j,m,n ∈ Mω. Hence if π 6= 1, b must be
0, and consequently a = 0.
Assume π = 1, and we verify γ
1⊗ˆρ = γ
2
ρ is outer for ρ 6= 1. Assume γ2ρ(x)a = a(x⊗ 1).
Then bρ := Uρa ∈ (Mω ⊗C)′ ∩Mω ⊗ B(Hρ) = M ⊗ B(Hρ) by Lemma 6.1.
Then we have
αρ(x)bρ = Uρ(x⊗ 1)U∗ρ bρ = Uρ(x⊗ 1)a = Uρa(x⊗ 1) = bρ(x⊗ 1)
for x ∈M . Since α is an outer action on M , bρ is 0 and hence so is a.
We will see w(π1⊗ˆρ1, π2⊗ˆρ2) ∈ U(Mω ⊗ B(Hpi1⊗ˆρ1) ⊗ B(Hpi2⊗ˆρ2)). Although we
can prove this directly, we will show the statement for w(π⊗ˆ1, ρ⊗ˆ1), w(1⊗ˆπ, 1⊗ˆρ) and
w(1⊗ˆπ, ρ⊗ˆ1) separately to abuse notations. Then we can obtain the desired result since
w(π1⊗ˆρ1, π2⊗ˆρ2) = γ1pi1 ⊗ idρ1 ⊗ idpi2 ⊗ idρ2(w(1⊗ˆρ1, π2⊗ˆ1)⊗ 1ρ2)×
(w(π1⊗ˆ1, π2⊗ˆ1)⊗ 1ρ1 ⊗ 1ρ2)γ1pi1⊗pi2 ⊗ idρ1 ⊗ idρ2(w(1⊗ˆρ1, 1⊗ˆρ2)).
(We identify Hpi1⊗ˆρ1 ⊗Hpi2⊗ˆρ2 and Hpi1 ⊗Hpi2 ⊗Hρ1 ⊗Hρ2 in the canonical way.)
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We first verify w(π⊗ˆ1, ρ⊗ˆ1) ∈ Mω⊗B(Hpi)⊗B(Hρ). This follows from the following
computation. Here we extend Vpi and Upi for π ∈ Rep(G) as in the remark in §2.1.
w(π⊗ˆ1, ρ⊗ˆ1) = V 12pi V 13ρ V ∗pi⊗σ
=
∑
σ,a
U12∗pi λ
12
pi U
13∗
ρ λ
13
ρ T
σ,a
pi,ρλ
∗
σUσT
σ,a∗
pi,ρ
=
∑
σ,a
U12∗pi α
ω
pi ⊗ idρ(U∗ρ )λ12pi λ13ρ T σ,api,ρλ∗σUσT σ,a∗pi,ρ
=
∑
σ,a
U12∗pi α
ω
pi ⊗ idρ(U∗ρ )T σ,api,ρUσT σ,a∗pi,ρ
= U12∗pi α
ω
pi ⊗ idρ(U∗ρ )Upi⊗ρ
∈ Mω ⊗ B(Hpi)⊗B(Hρ).
Let us examine w(π⊗ˆ1, ρ⊗ˆ1) commutes with x ⊗ 1pi ⊗ 1ρ ∈ M ⊗ C1pi ⊗ C1ρ. Note
that AdUpi(x) = αpi(x) holds for π ∈ Rep(G), x ∈M . Thus
w(π⊗ˆ1, π⊗ˆ1)(x⊗ 1pi ⊗ 1ρ) = U12∗pi αωpi ⊗ idρ(U∗ρ )Upi⊗ρ(x⊗ 1pi ⊗ 1ρ)
= U12∗pi α
ω
pi ⊗ idρ(U∗ρ )(αpi ⊗ idρ) ◦ αρ(x)Upi⊗ρ
= U12∗pi α
ω
pi ⊗ idρ(U∗ραρ(x))Upi⊗ρ
= U12∗pi α
ω
pi ⊗ idρ(x⊗ 1ρ)αpi ⊗ idρ(U∗ρ )Upi⊗ρ
= (x⊗ 1pi ⊗ 1ρ)U12∗pi α⊗ idρ(U∗ρ )Upi⊗ρ
= (x⊗ 1pi ⊗ 1ρ)w(π⊗ˆ1, ρ⊗ˆ1)
holds, and w(π⊗ˆ1, ρ⊗ˆ1) ∈Mω ⊗ B(Hpi)⊗B(Hρ).
It is trivial that w(1⊗ˆπ, 1⊗ˆρ) = U12∗pi U13∗ρ Upi⊗ρ ∈Mω⊗B(Hpi)⊗B(Hρ). Thus we only
have to see [w(1⊗ˆπ, 1⊗ˆρ), (x ⊗ 1pi ⊗ 1ρ)] = 0, x ∈ M . This follows from the following
computation.
w(1⊗ˆπ, 1⊗ˆρ)(x⊗ 1pi ⊗ 1ρ) = U12∗pi U13∗ρ Upi⊗ρ(x⊗ 1pi ⊗ 1ρ)
= U12∗pi U
13∗
ρ (αpi ⊗ idρ) ◦ αρ(x)Upi⊗ρ
= U12∗pi U
13∗
ρ (Fρ,piαρ ⊗ idpi(αpi(x))Fpi,ρ)Upi⊗ρ
= (x⊗ 1pi ⊗ 1ρ)U12∗pi U13∗ρ Upi⊗ρ
= (x⊗ 1pi ⊗ 1ρ)w(1⊗ˆπ, 1⊗ˆρ),
where we used the commutativity of αpi and αρ in the third equality.
Finally we verify w(1⊗ˆπ, ρ⊗ˆ1) ∈ Mω ⊗ B(Hρ) ⊗ B(Hpi). As in the above, we will
see w(1⊗ˆπ, ρ⊗ˆ1) ∈ Mω ⊗ B(Hρ) ⊗ B(Hpi) and [w(1⊗ˆπ, ρ⊗ˆ1), x ⊗ 1ρ ⊗ 1pi] = 0, x ∈ M
separately as follow.
w(1⊗ˆπ, ρ⊗ˆ1) = U13∗pi V 12ρ U13pi V 12∗ρ
= U13∗pi U
12∗
ρ λ
12
ρ U
13
pi λ
12∗
ρ U
13
ρ
= U13∗pi U
12∗
ρ α
ω
ρ ⊗ idpi(Upi)U12ρ
∈ Mω ⊗B(Hρ)⊗B(Hpi).
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w(1⊗ˆπ, ρ⊗ˆ1)(x⊗ 1ρ ⊗ 1pi) = U13∗pi U12∗ρ αωρ ⊗ idpi(Upi)U12ρ (x⊗ 1ρ ⊗ 1pi)
= U13∗pi U
12∗
ρ (α
ω
ρ ⊗ idpi)(Upi)(αρ(x)⊗ 1pi)U12ρ
= U13∗pi U
12∗
ρ (α
ω
ρ ⊗ 1pi)(Upi(x⊗ 1pi))U12ρ
= U13∗pi U
12∗
ρ (α
ω
ρ ⊗ 1pi ◦ αpi(x))(αρ ⊗ idpi(Upi))U12ρ
= (x⊗ 1pi ⊗ 1ρ)U13∗pi U12∗ρ αωρ ⊗ idpi(Upi)U12ρ
= (x⊗ 1ρ ⊗ 1pi)w(1⊗ˆπ, ρ⊗ˆ1).
✷
Lemma 6.4 We can choose U¯pi ∈ Mω so that Ad U¯pi(x ⊗ 1) = αpi(x), x ∈ M , and U¯pi
and U¯∗piλpi are both representation of Gˆ with [U¯piij , (U¯
∗
ρλρ)kl] = 0.
Proof. By Lemma 6.3, γpi⊗ˆρ defines a cocycle twisted action of Gˆ × Gˆ on Mω. Hence
by Theorem 5.6, w(·, ·) = ∂γ(u)(·, ·) for some upi⊗ˆρ ∈ Mω ⊗ B(Hpi⊗ˆρ). Set U˜pi = Upiu∗1⊗ˆpi,
and V˜pi = upi⊗ˆ1Vpi. By the remark after Definition 5.5, upi⊗ˆρV
12
pi U
13∗
ρ is a 1-cocycle for the
trivial action of Gˆ⊗ Gˆ. This implies that U˜∗pi and V˜pi are representation of Gˆ in Mω1 with
[U˜piij , V˜ρkl] = 0. Moreover we have
Ad U˜pi(x) = AdUpiu
∗
1⊗ˆpi(x⊗ 1) = AdUpi(x⊗ 1) = αpi(x), x ∈M.
Put cpi := V˜piλ
∗
piU˜pi = upi⊗ˆ1U
∗
piλpiλ
∗
piUpiu
∗
1⊗ˆpi = upi⊗ˆ1u
∗
1⊗ˆpi ∈Mω.
Define Wpiij :=
∑
k V˜piikU˜pikj , Set P := Mω ∨ {Wpiij}(⊂ Mω1 ). Then Mω ⊂ P is the
quantum double for Ad upiγpi. (Unitaries V˜pi, U˜pi, and Wpi correspond to vpi, upi, and wpi
in the proof of Lemma 2.7.) We have the (unique) conditional expectation E from P on
Mω, and it satisfies E(Wpiij) = δpi,1.
We next prove
∑
i λpiii ∈ P . Since cpi = V˜piλ∗piU˜pi, we have λpiij =
∑
k,l U˜piikc
∗
lkV˜pilj . Note
γ2pi(x) := U˜
∗
pi(x⊗ 1)U˜pi is an action on Mω, and it follows U˜∗pijix =
∑
k γ
2
pi(x)ikU˜
∗
pijk
, x ∈Mω.
Then we have ∑
λpiii =
∑
i,k,l
U˜piikc
∗
lkV˜pili
=
∑
i,k,l
U˜∗p¯iikc
∗
lkV˜pili
=
∑
i,j,k,l
γ2p¯i(c
∗
lk)kjU˜
∗
p¯iij
V˜pili
=
∑
i,j,k,l
γ2p¯i(c
∗
lk)kjU˜piij V˜pili
=
∑
j,k,l
γ2p¯i(c
∗
lk)kjWpilj ,
and thus
∑
i λpiii ∈ P .
Define e := |G|−1∑pi,i,j dπWpiii, and f := |G|−1∑pi,i,j dπλpiii. Then e and f are
projections in P with E(e) = E(f) = 1/|G|. Hence there exists a unitary z ∈ Mω
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such that zfz∗ = e by Lemma 5.1. (Though P is not a crossed product of Mω by Gˆ, the
proof of Lemma 5.1 works for Mω ⊂ P since {Wpi} is a representation of Gˆ, and a ∈ P
can be expressed as
∑
pi,i,j api,i,jWpiij .)
On one hand, we have
|G|zfz∗ =
∑
pi,i
dπzλpiiiz
∗
=
∑
pi,i,j
dπzαpi(z
∗)ijλpiji .
On the other hand, since V˜pi = cpiU˜
∗
piλpi,we get
|G|e =
∑
pi,i,j
dπU˜piij V˜piji
=
∑
pi,i,j,k,l
dπU˜piijcpijk U˜
∗
pilk
λli.
Since zαpi(z
∗)ij, U˜piijcpijk U˜
∗
pilk
∈Mω , we have zαpi(z∗)il =
∑
j,k U˜piijcpijkU˜
∗
pilk
, and this implies
(z ⊗ 1)αωpi(z∗) = U˜picpiU˜∗pi .
Define V¯pi and U¯pi by V¯pi = (z
∗ ⊗ 1)V˜pi(z ⊗ 1), U¯pi = (z∗ ⊗ 1)U˜pi(z ⊗ 1). We have
V¯piλ
∗
piU¯pi = (z
∗ ⊗ 1)V˜pi(z ⊗ 1)λ∗pi(z∗ ⊗ 1)U˜pi(z ⊗ 1)
= (z∗ ⊗ 1)V˜piλpiαpi(z)(z∗ ⊗ 1)U˜pi(z ⊗ 1)
= (z∗ ⊗ 1)V˜piλpiU˜pic∗piU˜∗piU˜pi(z ⊗ 1)
= 1,
hence V¯pi = U¯
∗
piλpi. Since z ∈ Mω, Ad U¯pi(x ⊗ 1) = αpi(x) holds for x ∈ M ⊂ Mω. It is
clear that U¯pi and V¯pi are both representations of Gˆ with [V¯piij , U¯ρkl ] = 0. ✷
Remark. To avoid using the commutativity of Gˆ, we should consider γ3pi(x) := AdU
∗
p¯i(x⊗
1) rather than γ2pi = AdU
∗
pi(x⊗ 1). By suitable inner perturbation, this γ3pi is shown to be
an “conjugate” action of Gˆ in the sense (γ3pi ⊗ idρ) ◦ γ3ρ(x)T = Tγ3σ(x) for T ∈ (σ, π ⊗ ρ)
without using the commutativity of Gˆ. (See the remark after Lemma 2.4.)
Corollary 6.5 Fix Upi as in Lemma 6.4. Then we have α
ω
ρ (Upiij ) = AdUρ(Upiij ⊗ 1ρ).
Proof. By Lemma 6.4, we have UpiVpi = λpi. Since [Upiij , Vρkl] = 0, we have
αωρ (Upiij) = Adλpi(Upiij ⊗ 1ρ) = AdUρVρ(Upiij ⊗ 1ρ) = AdUρ(Upiij ⊗ 1ρ).
✷
Lemma 6.6 We choose Upi as in Lemma 6.4. There exists an α
ω-equivariant system of
matrix units E = {Epiij ,ρkl} ⊂Mω such that λEpi = Upi and E1,1 ∈Mω.
Proof. Let γipi and γpi⊗ˆρ = (γ
1
pi ⊗ 1ρ) ◦ γ2ρ(x) be as in Lemma 6.3. By Lemma 6.4, γ is
an outer action of Gˆ × Gˆ on Mω. By Corollary 5.3, there exists a γ-equivariant system
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of matrix units {e(ξab⊗ˆpiij),(ηcd⊗ˆρkl)} in Mω. Put Fpiij ,ρkl :=
∑
ξ,a,b
e(ξab⊗ˆpiij),(ξab⊗ˆρkl). Then
{Fpiij ,ρkl} is in Mγ
1
ω , and becomes a γ
2-equivariant system of matrix units.
Set F˜ pii,j :=
∑
k Fpiik,pijk . Then it is easy to see that {F˜ pii,j} forms a system of matrix
units for R(G). Namely we have F˜ pii,jF˜
ρ
k,l = δpi,ρδj,kF˜
pi
i,l, F˜
pi∗
i,j = F˜
pi
j,i and
∑
pi,i F˜
pi
i,i = 1. Since
F = {Fpiij ,ρkl} is γ2-equivariant, we have γ2pi(F˜ 1)i,j =
∑
k λ
F
piik
F1,1λ
F
p¯ijk
= dπ−1F˜ pii,j . Since
γ2pi(x) = AdU
∗
pi(x⊗ 1pi) by definition and U∗piij = Up¯iij , we have Up¯ijix =
∑
k γ
2
pi(x)ikUp¯ijk .
Define Epiij ,ρkl :=
√
dπdρUpiijF1,1Uρ¯kl. It is trivial E1,1 ∈Mω.
We first prove λEpi = Upi.
λEpiij =
∑
ρ,k.l,σ,m,n,e
√
dρ
dσ
T σm,epii,ρkT
σn,e
pij ,ρlEσmn,ρkl
=
∑
ρ,k,l,σ,m,n,e
dρT σm,epii,ρkUσmnT
σn,e
pij ,ρlF1,1Uρ¯kl
=
∑
ρ,k,l
dρUpiijUρklF1,1Uρ¯kl
=
∑
ρ,k,l,m
dρUpiijγ
2
ρ¯(F1,1)lmUρkmUρ¯kl
=
∑
ρ,l,m
dρUpiijγ
2
ρ¯(F1,1)lm
(∑
k
U∗ρ¯kmUρ¯kl
)
=
∑
ρ,l
dρUpiijγ
2
ρ¯(F1,1)ll
=
∑
ρ,l
Upiij F˜
ρ
l,l
= Upiij .
We next prove E = {Epiij ,ρkl} is a system of matrix units.
If we set π = 1 in the above computation, we get
∑
pi,i,j Epiij ,piij = 1. It is easy to see
E∗piij ,ρkl = Eρkl,piij . Thus we only have to verify Epiij ,ρklEσmn,ξab = δρ,σδk,mδl,nEpiij ,ξab. At
first we compute F1,1UpiijUρklF1,1. Note F1,1γσ(F1,1)m,n = dσ
−1F˜ 1F˜ σm,n = δ1,σF1,1.
Then
F1,1UpiijUρklF1,1 =
∑
σ,m,n
F1,1T
σm
pii,ρk
UσmnT
σn
pij ,ρl
F1,1
=
∑
σ,m,n,a
T σmpii,ρkT
σn
pij ,ρl
F1,1γ
2
σ¯(F1,1)m,aUσna
=
∑
σ,m,n,a
dσ−1T σmpii,ρkT
σn
pij ,ρl
F˜ 1F˜ σ¯m,aUσna
= T 1pii,ρkT
1
pij ,ρl
F˜ 1
= δpi,ρ¯δi,kδj,ldπ
−1F1,1
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holds, and hence we have
Epiij ,ρklEσmn,ξab =
√
dπdρdσdξUpiijF1,1Uρ¯klUσmnF1,1Uξ¯ab
= δρ,σδk,mδl,ndρ
−1√dπdρdσdξUpiijF1,1Uξ¯ab
= δρ,σδk,mδl,nEpiij ,ξab.
Finally we verify that {Epiij ,ρkl} is an αω-equivariant system of matrix units. Since
F1,1 ∈Mγ1ω , αωpi (F1,1) = AdUpi(F1,1 ⊗ 1) holds. Together with Corollary 6.5, we have
αωσ (Epiij ,ρkl) =
√
dπdραωσ(Upiij)α
ω
σ(F1,1)α
ω
σ(Uρ¯kl)
=
√
dπdρAdUσ(Upiij ⊗ 1σ)(F1,1 ⊗ 1σ)(Uρ¯kl ⊗ 1σ)
= AdUσ(Epiij ,ρkl ⊗ 1σ)
= AdλEσ (Epiij ,ρkl ⊗ 1σ).
✷
Remark. We can regard {F˜ pii,j} as an analogue Rohlin projections for γ2.
Proposition 6.7 Let E = {Epiij ,ρkl} ⊂Mω be an αω-equivariant system of matrix units.
Then there exists a representing sequence of systems of matrix units {enpiij ,ρkl} for Epiij ,ρkl,
and 1-cocycles {unpi} for α, n = 1, 2, 3 · · · , such that (unpi) = 1 in Mω and each {enpiij ,ρkl} is
Ad unpiαpi-equivariant.
Proof. Fix a representing sequence {enpiij ,ρkl} for Epiij ,ρkl consisting of systems of matrix
units. Set An := {enpiij ,ρkl}′′ ⊂ M , and λnpi the unitary representation of Gˆ associated
with An. Since E1,1 ⊗ 1 = (E1,1 ⊗ 1)λE∗pi λEpi (E1,1 ⊗ 1) and αpi(E1,1) = AdλEpi (E1,1 ⊗ 1) =
λEpi (E1,1 ⊗ 1)(E1,1 ⊗ 1)λE∗pi , we can choose a representing sequence {vnpi} for (E1,1 ⊗ 1)λ∗pi
such that vnpiv
n∗
pi = e
n
1,1⊗ 1, and vn∗pi vnpi = αpi(en1,1) by Lemma 4.3. Set wnpi :=
∑
pi,i,j(e
n
piij ,1
⊗
1)vnpiαpi(e
n
1,piij
). Then wnpi is a unitary, and Adw
n
piαpi(eσij ,ρkl) = (eσij ,ρkl ⊗ 1) holds. Define
αnpi := Adw
n
piαpi, and U
n
pi,ρ := (∂αnw
n)pi,ρ. Since α
n
pi is trivial on An, U
n
pi,ρ ∈ (A′n ∩M) ⊗
B(Hpi)⊗ B(Hρ) and {αnpi, Unpi,ρ} is a cocycle twisted action on A′n ∩M .
We have (wnpi) =
∑
pi,i,j(Epiij ,1 ⊗ 1)(E1,1 ⊗ 1)λE∗pi αpi(E1,piij) = λE∗pi , hence Unpi,ρ → 1 as
n→ ω. By Theorem 5.7, there exists w¯npi ∈ U((A′n∩M)⊗B(Hpi)) with Unpi,ρ = (∂αnw¯n∗)pi,ρ
and limn→ω ‖w¯npi − 1‖2 = 0. Set unpi := λnpiw¯npiwnpi . Then (unpi) = (λnpiwnpi) = λEpi λE∗pi = 1 in
Mω, and unpi is a 1-cocycle for αpi by Lemma 3.6 and the remark after Definition 5.5. It is
trivial that Ad unpiαpi = Adλ
n
pi on An, and hence {enpiij ,ρkl} is Ad unpiαpi-equivariant. ✷
7 Classification
Proposition 7.1 Let α be an outer action on R. Then α is conjugate to α⊗ idR.
Proof. This follows from [1] since R′ ∩ (Rα)ω is noncommutative. ✷
Lemma 7.2 Let K ⊂ R be a subfactor with K ∼= Mn(C), and {eij} be a system of matrix
units for K. If ‖[x, eij ]‖2 < ε/n, then ‖EK ′∩R(x)− x‖2 < ε.
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Proof. Since EK ′∩R(x) = 1n
∑
i,j eijxeji,
‖EK ′∩R(x)− x‖2 ≤ 1
n
∑
i,j
‖eijxeji − xeijeji‖2
≤ 1
n
∑
i,j
‖[eij, x]‖2
< ε
holds. ✷
Lemma 7.3 For any ε > 0, a1, a2, · · · , an ∈ R, there exist a 1-cocycle upi for αpi, and an
Ad upiα-equivariant system of matrix units E = {epiij ,ρkl} such that ‖αpi(ai)− AdλEpi (ai ⊗
1)‖2 < ε, ‖upi − 1‖1 < ε and ‖[e1,1, ai]‖2 < ε
Proof. By Lemma 6.6 and Proposition 6.7, we have systems of matrix units En =
{enpiij ,ρkl} and 1-cocycles unpi for αpi such that {enpiij ,ρkl} is Ad unpiαpi equivariant, αpi(x) =
limn→ω AdλEnpi (x ⊗ 1), limn→ω ‖unpi − 1‖2 = 0 and limn→ω ‖[en1,1, x]‖2 = 0 for any x ∈ M .
Put E := En and upi := u
n
pi for sufficiently large n. ✷
Now we can prove the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 7.4 Let α be an outer action of Gˆ on R. Then α is conjugate to the model
action m.
Proof. We use notations in Section 3. Let {ai}∞i=1 be a strongly dense countable subset
of the unit ball of R. We fix a sequence {εn} such that 0 < 9|G|3εn ≤ 2−n. Especially we
have
∑
n εn < ∞. We will construct mutually commuting finite dimensional subfactors
Kn ∼= M|G|(C), unitary 1-cocycles vnpi for αpi, a unitary 1-cocycle wnpi for Ad λ˜n−1∗pi vn−1pi αpi
satisfying the following conditions inductively.
(1.n) vnpi := λ˜
n−1
pi w
n
pi λ˜
n−1∗
pi v
n−1
pi , n ≥ 2,
(2.n) ‖wnpi − 1‖2 < εn,
(3.n) ‖[ai, en1,1]‖2 < εn, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
(4.n) Ad vnpiαpi = Ad λ˜
n
pi on K1 ∨ · · · ∨Kn,
(5.n) ‖Ad vnpiαpi(ai)−mnpi(ai)‖2 < εn, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
By Lemma 7.3, we get a unitary cocycle w1pi for αpi, and an Adw
1
piαpi-equivariant system
of matrix units {e1piij ,ρkl} such that ‖[a1, e11,1]‖2 < ε1, ‖w1pi− 1‖2 < ε1, and ‖Adw1piαpi(a1)−
Adλ1pi(a1 ⊗ 1)‖2 < ε1. Let K1 be a finite dimensional subfactor generated by {e1piij ,ρkl},
and set v1pi := w
1
pi. Then we get the conditions (2.1), (3.1), (4.1) and (5.1).
Suppose that we have done up to the n-th step. By (4.n), we have Ad λ˜n∗pi v
n
piαpi = id on
K1∨· · ·∨Kn. Hence Ad λ˜n∗pi vnpiαpi induces an action of Gˆ on (K1∨· · ·Kn)′∩R. Decompose
ai as ai =
∑
i bikek, bik ∈ (K1 ∨ · · ·Kn)′ ∩R, ek ∈ K1 ∨ · · · ∨Kn. By Lemma 7.3, we get a
unitary cocycle wn+1pi for Ad λ˜
n∗
pi v
n
piαpi, a Adw
n+1
pi λ˜
n∗
pi v
n
piαpi -equivariant system matrix units
Kn+1 := {en+1piij ,ρkl} ⊂ (K1 ∨ · · ·Kn)′ ∩ R, such that
(a.n + 1) ‖[en
1,1, bik]‖2 < δn+1,
(b.n + 1) ‖wn+1pi − 1‖2 < εn+1,
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(c.n+ 1) ‖Adwn+1pi λ˜n∗pi vnpiαpi(bik)−Adλn+1pi (bik ⊗ 1)‖2 < δn+1,
for sufficiently small δn+1 > 0. The condition (b.n + 1) is nothing but (2.n + 1). If we
choose sufficiently enough small δn+1, then we get (3.n + 1) and
(c.n+ 1)′ ‖Adwn+1pi λ˜n∗pi vnpiαpi(ai)−Adλn+1pi (ai ⊗ 1)‖2 < εn+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1
from (a.n+1) and (c.n+1) respectively. Set vn+1pi := λ˜
n
piw
n+1
pi λ˜
n∗
pi v
n
pi . Then we get (1.n+1)
and (5.n+ 1). Since {en+1piij ,ρkl} ⊂ (K1 ∨ · · · ∨Kn)′ ∩ R is Adwn+1pi λ˜n∗pi vnpiαpi-equivariant, we
get (4.n+ 1), and Kn+1 commutes with Ki, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus we complete induction.
We will show {vnpi} is a Cauchy sequence.
‖vn+1pi − vnpi‖2 = ‖vnpi λ˜npiwn+1pi λ˜n∗pi − vnpi‖2
= ‖λ˜npiwn+1pi λ˜n∗pi − 1‖2
< εn+1.
By the choice of εn, {vnpi} is Cauchy, and hence limn→∞ vnpi = vpi exists.
We will prove ‖[en+1piij ,ρkl, ai]‖ < εn, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By (5.n) and (5.n+ 1), we get
‖Ad vn∗pi λ˜npi(ai)− Ad vn+1∗pi λ˜n+1pi (ai)‖ < 2εn, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
By the definition of vnpi , we get ‖ai ⊗ 1− Adwn+1∗pi λn+1pi (ai ⊗ 1)‖2 < 2εn. Then
‖[ai ⊗ 1, λn+1pi ]‖2 = ‖[ai ⊗ 1, wn+1pi wn+1∗pi λn+1pi ]‖2
≤ ‖[ai ⊗ 1, wn+1pi ]wn+1∗pi λn+1pi ‖2 + ‖wn+1pi [ai ⊗ 1, wn+1∗pi λn+1pi ]‖2
≤ ‖[ai ⊗ 1, wn+1pi − 1]‖2 + 2εn
< 4εn.
Hence we get ‖[λn+1piij , ai]‖2 < 4dπεn < 4|G|εn for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then we have
‖[ai, en+1piij ,ρkl]‖2
=
√
dπdρ‖[ai, λn+1piij en+11,1 λn+1ρ¯kl ]‖2
≤ |G|(‖[ai, λn+1piij ]en+11,1 ‖2 + ‖λn+1piij [ai, en+11,1 ]λn+1ρ¯kl ‖2 + ‖λn+1piij en+11,1 [ai, λn+1ρ¯kl ]‖2)
< 9|G|2εn
<
1
2n|G| .
This implies ‖EK ′n+1∩R(ai) − ai‖2 < 1/2n for 1 ≤ i ≤ n by Lemma 7.2. Set K :=∨
Kn(∼= R). By [2, Lemma 2.3.6], R = K ∨K ′ ∩ R ∼= K ⊗K ′ ∩ R. By (5.n), Ad vpiαpi =
mpi ⊗ idK ′∩R. By Proposition 7.1 mpi ∼= mpi ⊗ idR, and Ad vpiαpi is conjugate to mpi ⊗
idK∨K ′∩R = mpi ⊗ idR ∼= mpi. By Proposition 5.2, α is conjugate to m. ✷
It is obvious that Theorem 2.11 follows immediately from Theorem 7.4.
Remark. So far we treat only actions of Gˆ for a finite groupG. However we can generalize
our theory to outer actions of finite dimensional Kac algebras. Difference between Gˆ and
general finite dimensional Kac algebras is the commutativity π ⊗ ρ ∼= ρ ⊗ π. We do not
use the commutativity of Gˆ in proofs except Lemma 6.3. To generalize Lemma 6.3 to a
finite dimensional Kac algebra K, we should consider a (cocycle) action of K ⊗Kopp on
Mω as in the remark after Lemma 6.4. (Note R(G) and R(G)opp are essentially same Kac
algebras due to cocommutativity of R(G).)
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A Twisted crossed product construction
Let {α, U} be a cocycle twisted action of Gˆ onM . In this appendix, we give the definition
of a twisted crossed product M ⋊α,U Gˆ.
LetH := L2(M) be the standard Hilbert space. We identify H⊗ℓ2(Gˆ) with {⊕pi v(π) |
v(π) ∈ H ⊗ B(Hpi)} as usual. Put 〈v, w〉pi =
∑
ij〈vij, wij〉 for v, w ∈ H ⊗ B(Hpi). Then
the inner product is given by 〈v, w〉 =∑pi dπ〈v(π), ω(π)〉pi for v, w ∈ H ⊗ ℓ2(Gˆ).
We define an action α of M on H ⊗ ℓ2(Gˆ), and λpiij ∈ B(H ⊗ ℓ2(Gˆ)) by
(α(a)v)(π) = αpi(a)v(π),
(λpiijv)(ρ) :=
∑
σ
Uσ,eρ,piiv(σ)T
σ,e∗
ρ,pij
.
Definition A.1 DefineM⋊α,U Gˆ := α(M)∨{λpiij}, and call it the twisted crossed product
of M by {α, U}.
Lemma A.2 Set λpi = (λpiij) ∈ B(H ⊗ ℓ2(Gˆ)) ⊗ B(Hpi). Then λpi is a unitary, and we
have λpi(a ⊗ 1pi)λ∗pi = αpi(a), and λ12pi λ13ρ T σ,epi,ρ = Uσ,epi,ρλσ. Set U˜pii,p¯ij :=
∑
k Upiik,p¯ijk . Then
we have λ∗p¯iij =
∑
k U
∗
pik,p¯ii
λpikj . Here we identify α(a) and a. We call λpi an implementing
unitary.
To show Lemma A.2, we prepare the following lemma.
Lemma A.3 We have
∑
k,l U˜
∗
pik,p¯il
αpi(U˜p¯il,pii)k,j = δi,j.
Proof. Recall the following 2-cocycle condition. (See a paragraph after Definition 5.4.)
(αpi ⊗ id)(Uη,aρ,σ )U ξ,bpi,η =
∑
ζ,c,d
(U ζ,cpi,ρ ⊗ 1σ)U ξ,dζ,σV(ζ,c,d),(ηa,b).
We put ρ¯ = σ = π, η = 1 (hence ξ = π), and multiply U1pi,p¯i ⊗ 1pi from the left on both
sides. Then we get the following.
(U1∗pi,p¯i ⊗ 1pi)αpi ⊗ id
(
U1p¯i,pi
)
= V1,1 = (T
1∗
pi,p¯i ⊗ 1pi)(1pi ⊗ T 1p¯i,pi) =
1
dπ
.
Since U1pii,p¯ij =
∑
k 1/
√
dπUpiik ,p¯ijk = 1/
√
dπU˜pii,p¯ij , we get the conclusion. ✷
Proof of Lemma A.2. It is easy to see α is an action of M on H ⊗ B(Hpi). We verify
that λpi implements αpi. Then(
λpiijα(a)v
)
(ρ) =
∑
σ,e
Uσ,eρ,pii (α(a)v) (σ)T
σ,e∗
ρ,pij
=
∑
σ,e
Uσ,eρ,piiασ(a)v(σ)T
σ,e∗
ρ,pij
=
∑
σ,e,k
αρ(αpi(a)ik)U
σ,e
ρ,pik
v(σ)T σ,e∗ρ,pij
=
∑
k
(
α(αpi(a)ik)λpikjv
)
(ρ).
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holds. Therefore we have λpi(a⊗ 1pi) = αpi(a)λpi by identifying α(a) and a.
We next compute λ12pi λ
13
σ as follows.(
λpiijλρklv
)
(ξ) =
∑
σ,a,η,b
Uσ,aξ,piiU
η,b
σ,ρk
v(η)T η,b∗σ,ρl T
σ,a∗
ξ,pij
=
∑
σ,a,m,n,η,b
αξ(U
σm,a
pii,ρk
)Uη,bξ,σmv(η)T
η,b∗
ξ,σn
T σn,a∗pij ,ρl (by 2-cocycle condition)
=
∑
σ,m,n,a
(
α(Uσm,apii,ρk )λσm,nT
σn,a
pij ,ρl
v
)
(ξ).
Hence we have λ12pi λ
13
ρ T
σ,a
pi,ρ = U
σ,a
pi,ρλσ.
Finally, we verify that λpi is a unitary. One can easily to see
∑
k λ
∗
piki
λpikj = δi,j (hence
λ∗piλpi = 1) from the definition of λpiij and U
σ,a∗
pi,ρ U
ξ,b
pi,ρ = δσ,ξδa,b. Hence we only have to see
λpiλ
∗
pi = 1.
To this end, we first show λ∗p¯iij =
∑
k U˜
∗
pik,p¯ii
λpikj . Since∑
k
λpiikλp¯ijk =
∑
ρ,l,m,a
Uρl,apii,p¯ijλρlmT
ρm,a
pik,p¯ik = U˜pii,p¯ij ,
we have λpi
tλp¯i =
(
U˜pii,p¯ij
)
i,j
. Then we get tλp¯i = λ
∗
pi
(
U˜pii,p¯ij
)
i,j
. Comparing matrix ele-
ments of both sides, we get λ∗p¯iij =
∑
k U˜
∗
pik,p¯ii
λpikj .
Then we get ∑
k
λpiikλ
∗
pijk
=
∑
k,l
λpiikU˜
∗
p¯il,pij
λp¯ilk
=
∑
k,l,m
αpi
(
U˜∗p¯il,pij
)
im
λpimkλp¯ilk
=
∑
k,l,m,ξ,a,b
αpi
(
U˜∗p¯il,pij
)
im
U ξapim,p¯ilλξabT
ξb
pik,p¯ik
=
∑
k,l,m
αpi
(
U˜∗p¯il,pij
)
im
U˜pim,p¯il
= δi,j
by Lemma A.3, and λpi is indeed a unitary.
✷
We construct a conditional expectation E from M ⋊α,U Gˆ onto M . Let P be a
projection from H ⊗ ℓ2(Gˆ) to H ⊗B(H1) ∼= H , and set E(x) := PxP ∗. Then E is indeed
a conditional expectation fromM ⋊α,U Gˆ onto M with E(λpiij) = δ1,pi. Then the following
lemma can be easily verified as in the usual crossed product.
Lemma A.4 Every a ∈M⋊α,U Gˆ is expressed uniquely as a =
∑
pi,i,j api,i,jλpiij , api,i,j ∈M .
Here we only remark that a coefficient api,i,j is given by api,i,j = dπE(aλ
∗
piij
).
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